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This Boxer appears regal and alert as he studies as unseen subject. (Yaks-
ti photo)
by Sue Swift
Staff writer
The asbestos cleanup on Fogler
Library's third floor should be com-
pleted by the end of this week, said
UMO's assistant director of engineering
services Tuesday.
Donald 0. Nelson said, "Work on the
third-floor section of the original
building which includes both men's and
women's restrooms, the Learning
Materials Center, and a room designated
for library education programs should
be free of any asbestos danger by the end
of this week. "
Sam S. Garwood, assistant university.
librarian, said the Page Hill Corp. of
Winterport was contracted to remove
asbestos from the library.
He said it was difficult to put an
estimated cost on the project because
"some money came from the insurance
covering this summer's fire in the LMC
room, some funds came from a library
budget and others from an engineering
budget."
Nelson said the asbestos was put into
bags, sealed and removed from the
library premises by the Page Hill Corp.
and transported to the Sawyer En-
vironmental Recovery Facilities 'Inc in
H am pden.
In addition, two blowers located in the
area designated for library education
programs contain filters that act as a
final cleanser for the fiber-contaminated
rooms, Nelson said.
"The blowers exhaust the air by put-
ting a negative pressure in the building
so that asbestos fibers won't leak, if there
is a leak, through seals into the
library," he said.
The blowers which exhaust air outside
the library, collect all fibers in the air, no
matter what they may be, said Nelson.
Edward Logue, a chemist with the
Sawyer Environmental Recovery Facili-
ty Inc., said, "Page Hill Corp. has
brought in 28 cubic yards of asbestos
from the university's library.
"Page Hill Corp. disposes of the fibers
by a wetting and double-bagging pro-
cess, and this facility buries the asbestos
in an area covered by state permits,"
he said. After the asbestos is transported
to the landfill site, state-regulated per-
mits and records are drawn up that
designate where and how much asbestos
was dumped, Nelson said.
"We (UMO Engineering Services
Dept.) get a copy of these records to
verify that material got from the univer-
sity to the disposal site, and all other
necessary information," he said.
"The Page Hill Corp. has had to test
and retest the air for asbestos content for
the duration of the cleanup; they have
to submit a final report on the cleanup
of the area," Nelson said.
"The air quality of the designated
areas has to meet state regulations for
asbestos before they can say the space is
free of asbestos fibers to allow anyone
to enter that space," he said.
"The asbestos is contained in the ceil-
ing material which was popular in
building construction in the early 1940s,
when the library was built, because it
was considered fireproof," Nelson
said.
"Before the fire occurred, we were go-
Zero funding proposal
defeated by Senate
by Rick Lasses
Staff Writer
The General Student Senate Tuesday
defeated 31-2 a resolution which would
have funded clubs and organizations $O
for the 1984-85 school year.
Passage of the resolution would have
meant there would be no money
available to clubs from student govern-
ment this year.
The resolution was passed Nov. 7 by
the Executive Budgetary Committee of
student government 3-2. David Webster,
off-campus senator and a member of the
EBC, said by denying the clubs funding,
the GSS was looking for someone on
whom to pin student government's
$28,000 deficit of last spring.
"I think we're looking for a scapegoat
here," Webster said. "We're trying to
say 'Hey, if we didn't fund clubs S14,000
or $15,000 last year, we wouldn't have a
deficit this yea?"
Webster said he thought the EBC had
a responsibility to tell clubs why they
weren't going to motive any money.
—This resolution in effect says there's
no clubs on this campus worthy of
receiving funds this year," Webster
said. "I don't intend to give away the
store, but I think we have an obligation
to look these clubs in the eye and say
'your club doesn't receive any money"
Steve Ritzi, student government presi-
dent, said clubs have been informed on
a "purely informal basis" they may not
receive funds this year.
"In all fairness to the clubs, they were
told they could apply for funds but they
were to plan that they would not receive
any funds," Ritzi said. "By passing
this resolution you are not saying you are
turning on a club that finds itself in dire
financial straits."
Ritzi said he was in favor of denying
funding this year so the money could be
invested for the future.
"(Not funding clubs) places a burden
on the clubs this year, it places a burden
on student government this year ... but
in the long run it will ensure a responsi-
ble funding mechanism for these clubs
in the future," Ritzi said. "Student
government will not turn its back on the
clubs and organizations of this cam-
pus. "
Rodney Labbe, graduate student
senator, said even though the GSS must
approve allocation of the surplus funds,
it would still be allocated.
"I don't believe that this surplus is go-
ing to be carried over from one semester
(see SENATE page 2)
may .end
ing to try to encapsulate the ceiling un-
til money was available to remove it ...
as long as it was encapsulated, the ceil-
ing would present no harm," he said.
According to Science News 16/20/811
"Encapsulation involves covering
asbestos-containing material with either
a sealant that penetrates and hardens the
material or a bridging sealant that pro-
tectively coats the material to prevent
fiber release_
"Like removal of asbestos-containing
material or the construction of barriers
such as drop ceilings, the purpose of en-
Friday
capsulation is to minimize human ex-
posure to asbestos." Asbestos is a
naturally occurring mineral that easily
separates into fibers that can lead to
asbestosis, a noncancerous lung disease,
or cancers of the lung and other organs.
Garwood said eventually all areas in
the library which contain asbestos
building materials will be encapsulated
or removed.
"The ceilings that contain asbestos
fibers are not really harmful unless they
are tampered with," Nelson said.
Asbestos caution sign on the door of the learning Material
s Center, alert-
ing passersby to the danger of asbestos that lies within. That d
anger will be
gone at the end of the week. (Whiting photo)
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United Way money drive at UMO 44 percent behind
by Douglas Watts
Staff Writer
With about one week to go, the
UMO fund-raising drive for the
United Way of Penobscot Valley
remains 44 percent behind its goal,
the United Way's manager of data
processing said Tuesday.
George Temple said the univer-
sity's goal is $58,380 and $34,684
has been turned in thus far. The
1984 drive ends Thursday, Nov. 22.
Temple said one reason for the low
amount is because not all of the
donations have been counted.
Temple said the overall goal for the
Penobscot valley area is SI million,
and the university's goal is about
5 percent higher than last year's.
Irene Thibault, vice-chairperson
for the university's drive said she
wasn't sure why this year's dona-
tions were down.
"Some departments that have
had large contributions in the past
are falling short while other
departments are 150 percent above
what we expected," Thibault
said.
"I don't think university
employees are ungenerous," she
said, "Many of them have either
contributed outside the university
or contributed to an individual
charity instead of the United Way
as a whole"
Thibault said most of the money
donated by university employees
comes from pledge card drives.
"We send a card to every non-
student employee asking for a
donation which can be deducted
from their payroll," Thibault
said.
William T. Lucy, associate dean
of student activities and organiza-
tions, said student contributions
are usually in the form of specific
fund-raising events as opposed to
sending out pledge cards. "Student
contributions do not have the same
time parameters as the pledge card
drives." Lucy said. Because of
this, it is hard to tell if student con-
tributions will reach the goal set
for them. Lucy said student con-
tributions are usually spread
thoughout the year, while with a
pledge drive the money can be col-
lected in a smaller amount of time.
Lucy said the United Way has in-
creased its goal for students to
about $7,500. Last year, students
contributed $6,813. Lucy said there
is a possibility that pledge cards
will be sent to on-campus students.
"We'll probably ask each student
to contribute a dollar," Lucy
said.
"We lost S2,000 when Alpha Tau
Omega stopped having its frater-
nity fight night. But with the IDB
fast day and the greek bottle drives
we should come close to our
goal," he said. Thibault said
she is optimistic that with a week
left in the drive, enough donations
will come in to meet the United
Way's goal.
=MI
Unibed Way
The United Way "thermometer"
outside the front of the Memorial
Union last week. Whiting photo.)
Incentives provided to attract
by Ed Carroll
Staff Writer
Special ticket prices will be offered at
this season's final football game Satur-
day against Holy Cross College as an in-
centive to increase attendance. The in-
centives were developed by UMO student
Matt Stiker, William Lucy, associate
dean of student activities and organiza-
tions, and UMO Athletic Director Stuart
Haskell.
Maine had lost its first four games,
but then won five of its last six games
to even its record at 5-5. The team has
UMO CANTERBURY CLUB
Wednesday 7 Pm
2 Chapel Road
(Corner of College Awe
Classifieds
BOSIO5.BO1'ND"r1 needs ,,de x, Salmi,
this Thursday or Friday. Would like to be
back Sr Sunday nite If you smnt company,
gas 1, call Becky at '581-12,3 or
941-4295. and leave message-
Child Care,BOSTON AREA-Familes seek
live-us child cam ...ekes... Many openings,
one year commitment. excellent salaries_
Allen. Fisch, Child Care Placement Ser-
vice, 149 Buckminster Rd . Brookline.
Mass. 02146 Te1. 161,1566-6294
DIAMOND NECKLACE: 14k gold chain
with Vim. diamond_ Informal appraisal al
1400.00, can be yours for 1350.00.
Perfect Christmas present. Call Chris at
581-4'29 Re, 441
LOST Prescription glasses, gold-wire
• frames, circulas lenses Happened Friday,
off Maio 9ieen. Please return for reward_
J. Lusk 581-4546
ORONO APARTMENTS . Modern effi-
ciency. and 1 bedroom apartments. Walk-
ing distance to U.M.O. Call 866-4538 or
947-1271.
WAN-TED - personal care attendant for
disabled man. S4on - Fri, 7 a.m. - 9 a.m..
St 00 per hour. HMIon adjacent to cam-
pus_ Call Bob or 'Tom at 866-4207.
Clamfink ant 1150 tee the hot tamers smods sod
10 taloa for each addmonal lewd, pen den
three wins and one loss at home this
seg.1011.
Lucy said filling the stands would
show appreciation for the players' hard
work this fall, which has allowed them
to turn their season around by winning
their last four games.
"With that kind of support, you can
never tell what might happen," Lucy
said. "They have a good chance of
beating a team that's been ranked in the
top ten nationally and ending six and
live on the year,"
Students with all-sports passes will be
able to bring one guest into the game
free, and those with "University of
Maine" or Greek letters on their clothing
will pay SI for admission rather than $2,
Stiker said.
Lucy and Stiker said they are also en-
couraging students logo to the game in
large groups by giving free hockey tickets
to the group with the most spirit and
largest turnout. They will be judged for
their enthusiasm during the first half of
the game, Stiker said. Stiker said he
hopes the offer will bring fraternities,
sororities, dormitories and other groups
to the game to cheer the team on.
Posters, placards and noisemakers are
recommended for the competition, he
said.
Other ideas for the final game include'
crowd to football finale
a corridor of fans on the field at the
beginning of the game, through which
the team would run to reach the bench,
and using a National Guard cannon as
a noisemaker. Lucy said.
"The bottom line is to show the Maine
football team they've done a great job
in turning their season around:' Lucy
said.
•Senate
Haskell said the special ticket offers
are a good idea because the football
team deserves all the support the
students can give He said the incentives,
if successful, may be used at other sports
events in the future. Haskell said the
hockey tickets awarded to the best group
cheering section will be a popular attrac-
tion, and the group will be the athletic
department's "special guests. "
to the next," Labbe said. "What about
the in-house loans between boards that
the senate never hears about?"
Ed Cutting, off-campus senator, said
he was against investing the surplus
funds.
"We are not a student corporation, we
are a student government. We have an
obligation to students ... because they
want to see clubs funded," Cutting
said. "If we isolate ourselves one step
further from the student body by not
funding clubs are we not in effect
creating an ivory tower"
(continued from page II
Clubs and organizations, separate
from the 14 boards and committees that
comprise student government, are fund-
ed from the surplus remaining after
those boards and committees are
funded.
This year, student government receiv-
ed revenue from 9,432 activity fee-paying
students. After the boards were funded,
the $14,192 surplus remained.
Clubs may receive a portion of that
total by going before the GSS. Last year,
clubs and organizations were funded
more than $30,000.
Read verbatim in Friday's Maine Campus
EXPONENTIAL, MY
DEAR WATSON
II you 110,09 at toast two yews cA graduate Or under-
graduate education ahead, and you keep going cams
that your money Is running short, then o twayear Alf
Face ROTC senatorship may be We solution
Currenity were seeking young men and women
who would eke to SONO Meir nation as Air Force Officers
Consequently, cto.u,.nrnecmajoring ho selected tischreV ca
•nontechnical . nursing, or pre-medical Mkt. or
can quality for plot navigator or • training, Mon you
met/ be MOW for o two-ywor Force ROTC scholarship The
scholarship pays your Minn, lob tees (plus incidental tees),
woks, and s100 per month las fres And even II you dont quality for Me Iwo
-year scholarship, you ON receive the 1100 omonth white enrolled in live Alf Farce ROTC Iwo-yeer program
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World/U.S. News
Sandinistas may now have the advantage
Soviet helicopter gunships arrive in Nicaragua
WASHINGTON (AP) — The recent
introduction of high-performance Soviet
helicopter gunships into Nicaragua may
have turned the three-year civil war there
decisively in favor of the Sandinista
government, according to U.S. officials
and Nicaraguan rebel leaders.
"The Sandinistas could polish us off
between now and February," said
Adolfo Calero, head of the Honduran-
based Nicaraguan Democratic Force, the
principal anti-Sandinista rebel group.
One U.S. official said, "They, the San-
dinistas, are really going to blow the
rebels out of there."
The official, who spoke only on con-
dition of anonymity, said that over the
past two weeks, Nicaragua has received
at least six MI24 helicopters, the primary
weapon used by Soviet forces in
Afghanistan.
Iraq expected
to restore
relations
with U.S.
WASHINGTON (AP) — Iraq is ex-
pected to restore diplomatic relations
with the United States when Deputy
Prime Minister Tariq Aziz visits here
next week, an administration official
said Monday. The precise timing of the
MONT, which would end a I7-year break
between Iraq and the United States, will
be announced by the White House, said
the official, who spoke on the condition
that he not be identified.
Aziz, who also serves as Iraq's foreign
minister, will arrive in Washington over
the weekend and is scheduled to hold
several days of talks with U.S. officials
starting next Monday.
Resumption of ties with Baghdad,
which has been expected for some time,
could increase U.S. influence in the Arab
world as President Reagan shapes the
Middle East policy he will pursue in his
second term.
American diplomats have long pro-
posed a restoration of relations, arguing
that Iraqi President Saddam Hussein's
government is on a more moderate
course than in past years, when Iraq was
on the U.S. government's terrorist list.
The United States is technically
neutral in the Persian Gulf War between
Iraq and Iran, but Washington has
sought to organize a boycott of weapons
shipments to Iran.
Several Arab countries with which the
United States is friendly, including Jor-
dan and Saudi Arabia, have been
assisting Iraq, which purchases most of
its arms from the Soviet Union and
France.
Iraq broke relations with Washington
in 1967 to protest U.S. support for Israel
in the Six-Day War with Egypt, Syria
and Jordan.
Since then, according to U.S. officials,
the United States has been willing to
restore ties.
Despite the formal break in relations,
U.S. diplomats have been assigned to
Baghdad since 1967, operating out of the
Indian Embassy there_
Calero said in a telephone interview
Monday from Miami that the MI24 is
capable of "saturation attacks" against
large areas and "can obliterate entire
villages."
The MI24 is described as an ideal
world flies faster than the MI24, whose
msutimum speed is 199 mph.
He said four of the helicopters were
delivered aboard a Bulgarian freighter to
the port of El Bluff in late October and
two more were unloaded from a Soviet
"The Sandinistas could polish us off
between now and February:'
—Adolfo Calero, head of an
anti-Sandinista rebel group
counter-insurgency weapon with a nose
machine gun and four wing pods
capable of carrying 32 rockets each. A
L'S. official said no helicopter in the
cargo vessel at Corinto last week. A
source in Managua, speaking privately,
said last week's shipment contained on-
ly one MI24.
Fear of U.S. intervention
puts Nicaragua on military alert
the day after the government oil-
ed the Mert to counter what it call-
ed an "imminent invasion" by the
United States.
In Washington, the Reagan ad-
ministration said Nicaragua has
been receiving advanced itampoos
from the Soviet Union
countries at an "unprocetheled
rate" in the last nix weeks ar
Nicaragua's defense minister ad-
mitted that the economic cost of
a military alert was high but call-
ed it "preferable to losing the
revolution" that brought the San-
dinista regime to power five years
ago with the overthrow of the pro-
U.S. Somoza dynasty.
MANAGUA, Nicaragua (AP)
— Defense Minister Humberto
Ortega said Thesday that
Nicaragua would remain in a state
of full military alert until -the
United States stops its aggression"
Insisting once again that the
Reagan administration "has in-
terventionist plans against
Nicaragua": Ortega told a news
conference that the length of the
Alen "depends on the United
States!'
Dams of Soviet-made tanks re-
sokilad at Major intersections and
°lbw armargic pima mooed the
capital bat 4likellirodunakilk
paramirdadarly normal lbeidan
Honor guard member collapses;
electrician left holding the flag
WASHINGTON (AP) — A member of
the president's honor guard nearly col-
lapsed Iliesday, and a White House elec-
trician was left holding his flag as the
grand duke of Luxembourg arrived to
meet President Reagan.
Electrician Richard Chapman, dress-
ed in work clothes, happened to be stan-
ding nearby when the guard's knees
buckled.
"I was helping hold him up:' Chap-
man said afterward, "and the doctor said
to take the flag!'
Thur & Fr
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244 HAMMOND ST., BANGOR
As the wobbly guard was led away, the
electrician dutifully took his place in the
line of troops bearing the colors of the
United States and Luxembourg and rais-
ed the American flag to the height and
angle of those on either side of him.
When the grand duke's limousine pull-
ed up to the Reagans waiting outside the
diplomatic entrance, attention focused
on them, and a sergeant of the guard
slipped into the rank and relieved Chap-
man, who stepped back to watch the rest
of the full dress military ceremony.
Indications, Calero said, that the
Soviets have not sent MiG-2Is to
Nicaragua may have come as good news
to the United States but, as the rebels see
it, six MI24s "are much worse than 20
MiGs. "
Initially, the United States had been
concerned that the Soviet shipment in-
cluded MiG jet fighters, but now of-
ficials believe that possibility has
diminished sharply.
The administration has said it opposes
the introduction of "advanced combat
aircraft" into Nicaragua. It has said
MiGs are in this category and helicopters
are not.
Furthermore, the administration has
been concerned about MiG deliveries to
Nicaragua because these would give the
Sandinistas air superiority over Hon-
duras, supplementing their existing edge
in ground warfare capability.
Nation's input
sought for
NASA's
future plans
WASHINGTON (AP) — The kind of
space station that NASA is now plan-
ning cannot be justified on scientific,
economic or military grounds, said a
study prepared for the congressional
committees that control the country's
space program.
Not just Congress, but the entire na-
tion, ought to consider what the coun-
try wants to do in the second quarter-
century of the space era, said the con-
gressional Office of Technology Assess-
ment in a report titled "Civilian Space
Stations and the U.S. Future in
Space, " published Thesday.
Thomas F. Rogers, director of the
two-year study, said the time has come
for the general public to play a greater
role in space program goals.
The report characterizes the nation's
goals in space as short-sighted and nar-
row, reflecting the views only of the
science and technology communities and
not that of the general public which
foots the bills.
President Reagan has made the
building of a space station a national
goal and the space agency is in the pro-
cess of deciding what such a facility,
costing about 88 billion in 1984 dollars,
should include,
a 
NUCLEAR POWER
PROPULSION PRESENTATION
A general information seminar on the utilization
of nuclear power in propulsion by the U.S. Navy.
All interested students and faculty are invited.
Thursday, Nov. 15, 8:00 p.m.
140 Bennett Hall
Sponsored by ASME/IEEE
A41111Wil  
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Teen-age sniper overwhelmed by problems
EUGENE, OR (AP) — A 19-year-old
sniper who killed a former Olympic
sprinter and wounded a student wrestler
before taking his own life had taken
about 300 rounds of ammunition into
the University of Oregon's stadium,
police said Tuesday.
Police had not yet counted the car-
tridges found in Autzen Stadium after
Michael E. Feher opened fire Monday
with two high-powered rifles, but they
estimated 6510 75 shots were fired, said
police Sgt. Eric Mellgren.
Ether, who was a student last year but
had not enrolled this semester, was
described by friends and acquaintances
as overwhelmed by problems and prey to
fads. He had slashed his wrists in a
suicide attempt at the stadium last year,
his fraternity brothers said.
Jim Stewart, president of the Delta
Tau Delta fraternity house where Feher
lived for the past year, said Feher had
"problems with studies, problems with
women, problems that you and I could
deal with."
Feher, who had taken two ROTC
classes, drifted from fad to fad, with the
latest being military magazines, said
Stewart. He said Feher also played the
guitar and "he wanted to be a successful
rock star."
Stewart said Feher kept a rifle in the
fraternity house, but was required to
remove the firing pin and lock it in the
house office. The firing pin was return-
ed to him during the weekend, Stewart
said.
The weapons he used Monday, an
AR-15 and a .223-caliber Ruger
"Mini-14" with a laser sighting scope,
were stolen just hours before the
shooting in a burglary at a downtown
Eugene sporting goods store, police said.
Officers who answered the burglary
call at Anderson's Sporting Goods
found an empty case for a pair of
custom-made earplugs marked with the
name "M. Feher."
"There was nothing to link him to the
burglary at that point," Mellgren said.
"Naturally, we know what happened
now. "
Police said Feher barged into the
stadium weight room at about 8:30 a.m.,
threatening the athletes, and wounding
22-year-old Rick O'Shea after the
wrestler followed him outside.
After O'Shea ran back to the weight
room, where the athletes barricaded
themselves inside, the sniper moved to
the top of the 40,000-seat stadium to
shoot over its side at Chris S. Brathwaite,
Woman enters no plea
on 'oven-killing' charge
AUBURN (AP) — A woman accused
of burning her 4-year-old daughter to
death in an oven entered no pica after
being indicted on a murder charge Tues-
day, while her live-in boyfriend and co-
defendant pleaded innocent.
Superior Court Justice Jessie Briggs
ordered that Cynthia Palmer, 29, and
John Lane, 36, continue to be held
without bail at Androscoggin County
Jail in Auburn.
Briggs said Palmer wants to wait un-
til the courts rule whether she is compe-
tent to stand trial before entering a plea,
so the judge entered an innocent plea on
her behalf.
No trial date was set during the ten-
minute arraignment in Androscoggin
County Superior Court. Briggs gave the
defendants and state four weeks to file
motions challenging possible defects in
11111111111110111Or 
the murder indictment, which a grand
jury handed up earlier in the day.
Lane and Palmer are charged with
murdering Angela Palmer on Oct. 27.
The child's body was found in an elec-
tric oven in Lane's and Palmer's apart-
ment. An autopsy showed the child
burned to death in the oven.
In an interview after the proceeding.
Briggs said Lewiston District Court
Judge L. Damon Scales Jes Oct. 29
order that the two undergo psychiatric
evaluations remains in effect.
"Competency to stand trial remains an
open question," Briggs said.
On Tuesday, Briggs granted motions
by the defendants' attorneys to quash the
prosecution's subpoenas for their
medical and mental records at Central
Maine Medical Center and Tri County
Mental Health Services, both in
Lewiston.
aill.011111
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0 is now accepting applications
from people interested in
0
Advertising Production
We're looking for self-motivated, creative individuals
with strong spelling/grammar skills who can learn
quickly and work efficiently in a fast-paced
environment.
Artistic ability, computer and/or typesetting skills,
paste-up experience, background in design/graphics will
be helpful.
Sophomores and juniors with a 3 hour time block
during mornings or early afternoons are encouraged to
apply.
Maine Campus Advertising Office
(basement of Lord Hall)
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35, a sprinter who received degrees from
the school in 1976 and 1977 and com-
peted in the Olympic Games in 1976 and
1980 for his native Trinidad.
Shortly after 9 art., Feher shot
himself in the head. However, police did
not know he was shot and cordoned off
the area and sent in tactical teams.
Brathwaites body was found aroieftd
11:30 am. on a bicycle path. O'Shea was
hospitalized in good condition following
surgery for wounds to the shoulder and
buttocks.
Feher, who had blackened his fact and
donned combat fatigues, was found
dead in the stadium shortly before noon
by a tactical team member.
Autopsies were being performed Tues-
day on Brathwaite and Feher.
Brennan may reintroduce
Maine's ERA Amendment
AUGUSTA (AP) — The debate over
Maine's ill-fated Equal Rights Amend-
ment flared up again Tuesday, as ERA
opponents vowed to work against any
renewed pro-ERA push unless the pro-
posal specifically disavows any link to
abortions or homosexual rights.
"It's not a threat, it's a pledge,"
Jasper S. Wyman, executive director of
the Christian Civic League of Maine,
told a State House news conference
where he appeared with spokeswomen
for other groups in the Maine E.R.A.
Impact Coalition.
"NW would trust that Maine legislators
would not vote out another ERA
without sufficient language to lay to rest
the concerns which caused their consti-
tuents to so overwhelmingly reject" the
ERA, said Sandra Foucher of the Maine
Right to Life Committee.
"I'm not going to
send it (ERA) up there
to the Legislature just
for the sake of sending
it up."
—Gov. Joseph Brennan
Wyman also called on GOV Joseph E.
Brennan to defer any plans to rein-
troduce the ERA during next year's
Legislature.
"I think that the timing is off,"
Wyman said. "We really need a cooling.
off period on this issue."
Brennan, who said last week he was
"strongly considering" resubmitting the
ERA to lawmakers nett year as the first
step toward a second referendum, said
Tuesday he would consider adding
specifications such as those suggested by
the anti-ERA forces. He also stressed
that he is not committed to any
timetable.
"I'm not going to send it up there to
the Legislature just for the sake of send-
ing it up," he said at an impromptu
news conference called in response to an
anti-ERA news conference.
Final but unofficial returns from the
Nov. 6 referendum showed the ERA was
defeated by a margin of 63 percent to 37
percent, despite a virtually unanimous
endorsement from office-holders and
candidates from both major political
parties.
During the campaign, Brennan and
other ERA supporters argued that the
main issue was merely equal rights for
men and women. The proponents sharp-
ly criticized as "scare tactics" anti-ERA
advertising claims that ratification of the
amendment would lead to state-financed
abortions and legalized marriages be-
tween homosexuals.
On Thesday, Brennan recalled the for-
mal opinion issued Oct. 30 by Attorney
General James E. Tierney, who conclu-
ded the ERA would not lead to publicly
financed abortions or legalized
homosexual marriages. Brennan said
changes suggested by the anti-ERA
leaders appear to be "pretty much con-
sistent" with that interpretation of the
amendment.
Air search for lost sailor
suspended in Australia
MECHANIC FALLS (AP) — An air
search from Australia for solo sailor Bill
Dunlop has been suspended, but his
friends in Maine said Tuesday they are
still hopeful the long-lost sailor will turn
up.
"He still could be out there someplace,
though it's highly unlikely?: said Edward
Heath, a friend from Dunlop's home
town.
"We're still optimistic. There are so
many variables to consider, looking at
the charts, the currents and the winds.
It's unbelievable how many things could
have happened:' Heath said.
On the latest leg of his solo round-the-
world voyage that began in July 1983,
Dunlop left the Cook Islands in late
June, bound for Brisbane, Australia. No
one has reported seeing him since then.
Dunlop, 43, set a world's record in
1983 by sailing alone from Maine to
England in his 9-foot "Wind's Will!' He
was trying to set another record in the
same boat by circumnavigating the
globe.
Last month, a margarine container
washed ashore in Australia containing an
SOS that some thought could be from
Dunlop. That led to a privately funded
air search that went on until last Friday,
Heath said Tuesday.
While no planes or boats are going
out specifically to look for signs of
Dunlop, Heath said mariners arc being
reminded to keep their eyes open for
him.
"Alerts are out all over the Australian
coast', he said, adding that amateur
radio operators are sending the word out
all over the south Pacific. The Australian
government is not involved, he said.
"Everything is still in place as far as
the organization of the search:' said
Heath, who had met earlier Tbesday
with Jeff Weinstein, a Mainer who head-
ed search efforts in Australia.
Weinstein is ready to go back to
Australia in case any new signs of
Dunlop appear, said Heath. He said
fund-raising is also continuing,' and
$20,000 is unhand now to resume an air
search. He said it costs about $1,000 each
time a plane leaves the ground to search
for Dunlop.
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WE WANT YOU
TO START
AT THE TOP.
THEN WORK YOUR
WAY UP.
You can be part of the
greatest alliance in American
business history — ElectronTt
Data Systems and General Motors.
This alliance combines the
information pi occssing strengths
of EDS with the resources of the
largest company in the nation.
And with it comes vast
opportunities for you — the kind
that business professionals can
spend their entire careers seeking
You're already starting at the top
with our outstanding resources
for growth and success. And the
only way to go is up.
We're looking for self-starters
— 
people with the confidence to
set high goals and the
determination to reach them. We
want to put you at the core of
EDS' operations as a Systems
Engineer. EDS Systems Engineers
use both business and technical
skills to solve complex problems
for our clients.
The SED Program will
prepare you for the leadership
responsibilities you will have in
the EDS and GM alliance. It lasts
approximately 18 months and will
undoubtedly be one of the most
rigorous and rewarding business
experiences of your life. You'll
receive intensive classroom
training, and you'll also have the
chance to deal directly with our
customers. You'll gain knowledge
that will place you far ahead of
your peers. And when you
graduate, you'll have an exciting
position with unlimited growth
potential.
To qualify for the SED
Program, you must be a college
graduate with a technical aptitude
and an outstanding record of
achievement. You should have a
major in Management Information
Systems, Computer Information
Systems, Computer Science, or
Engineering. We will also consider
candidates with any academic
major and a strong interest in
business and information
processing. In addition,
you must be flexible to
relocate and travel. Fmally, you
must be a U.S. citizen or
permanent resident If you are a
successful candidate, EDS will
reward you with a competitive
compensation package. And you're
sure to thrive in our corporate
erivironi where rvarards are
based on achievement — not
seniority.
TAKE THE FIRST STEP
TOWARD JOINING THE
GREATEST ALLIANCE IN
AMERICAN BUSINESS
HISTORY.
Contact your college placement alike
today to schedule an inter- -
view with a local EDS recruiter. Or,
write to: Electronic Data Systems
Corporation, 7171 Forest lane,
Dept. 1ME2964, Dallas, TX 75230.
(214) 661-6060. An Equal
oppormolrY Employer
EDS
Electronic Data Systems Corporation
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Editorial
Calling the shots
MICHAEL P. HARMAN
One more time
1 t began last year with Chadbourne Hall, and itseems it is going to continue with Hart Hall.Once again the university has decided to use
dorm space it is unable to fill with students for
office space.
The one major difference this time is that they
do not want to close a dorm entirely, but to
occupy only a portion of it.
The logic behind this recomendation is hard to
follow. The idea of housing an academic
department in a dorm is absurd. What will happen
when the Mechanical Engineering Department
decides to have a meeting at the same moment that
a Hart Hall resident decides to appreciate his
favorite music at a considerable volume? '
What will happen to those who live in the
targetted section. some of whom were possibly
relocated from Chadbourne or in the conversion of
Hart to a co-ed dorm?
These are a few of the questions that come to
mind. Admittedly they are not of the most serious
nature, but important nonetheless. There are, as
well, a few more serious, and more improtant
things to consider.
First and foremost is the attitude of UMO
President Arthur Johnson. In the Maine Campus
(11/13/84) Johnson was quoted saying, "While
some students may be upset enough to move off
campus and not put money into Residential Life,
faculty members 'may bring in SI million in
research contracts!"
It seems a little odd when a university president
seems to dismiss the plight of students in exchange
for research contracts. What good are research
contracts going to do when there are no longer any
students?
The few students who may move off campus
that President Johnson referred to are part of a
migration that has been going on for a few years.
Where will the university draw the line on how
many students they are willing to drive away?
Another issue is the apparent lack of concern
for the input of the students who will be effected
if the recommendation is accepted. The
recommendation has been developed, researched,
and submitted for approval, and only now has
there been any interest shown in what the students
have to say.
President Johnson did make one extremely
accurate comment, "Students don't come to CM
for the quality of Residential Life." However, the
quality of Residential Life may have something to
do with their staying. And the constant
rearrangement of living areas does not Serve to
create an environment in which people will want o
live for very long.
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Off the record
More from the fascinating Guinness
Book of World Records. In a column a
couple of weeks ago I noted the Guin-
ness people hadn't been to Orono or a
lot of the records they' list wouldn't stand
against what UMO has to offer. l'se
found a few more areas where the peo-
ple of this university could stand proud
against the world's best.
Guinness says the world's largest
eyeball is that of the giant squid, which
is 15 inches in diameter. In fact every
male member of the Maine Campus had
eyeballs bigger than that last Monday
night when one of our more shapely
female staffers was running around with,
unbeknownst o her, her shirt open. As
Editor-In-Chief. I felt it was my civic du-
ty to inform her of this oversight (pun
intended) which led to her setting
another record: The greatest man-made
temperature. Guinness says it's an H-
bomb but that can't compare to the hot,
bright, red glow that suddenly appeared
on her face.
Guinness says the fastest road car is
the Lamborghini Countach with a
reported speed of 173.4. Guinness is in-
vited up to watch the Great Annual
Thanksgiving Exodus out of this place
next week, when they could see battered
'63 VW vans, old Plymouth station
wagons, red-neck pickup trucks, and a
whole array of seemingly sedate vehicles
roar down College Ave. to 1-95 at the
double-century mark.
The longest sentence ever to get by a
newspaper editor was one of 1,268 words
which ran in the New York Times on
Feb. 13, 1981. One of the sentences writ-
ten by a Maine Campus volunteer was
1,288 words long (according to our
Spellstar Computer program).
Miraculously, it didn't get by our
copydesk.
The fastest beer drinking in the world.
Guinness says, is 1 liter in 1.3 seconds.
This record was set by an American.
Probably a fraternity brother. Any
Orono Row boy worth the cloth his let-
ters are printed on can easily beat this
record. Guinness, the demonstrations are
held every weekend. And if you come up
to cover this event, you'll get a double
record: The old record of the world's
tallest (1.500 ft.) and most powerful
(990,000 gallons) geyser will be broken
for you free of charge when the record.
setting beer drinkers feel the urge to
make room for more brew.
That's about the only food record held
by an American, but it's no wonder.
Most of the food records are absolutely
gross. One whole roast ox in 42 days by
a German. 250 oysters in 2 min. 52.33
sec. by an Australian. Over 400 clams in
3 minutes by an Englishman. Impressise.
and probably records that will stand. Of
course, if the food had've been prepared
in Residential Life's wonderful
cafeterias, the whole lot of foriegners
would've probably preferred starving to
death.
The French have made an an -
contestable entry into the food record
category: The eating of a whole bicyrle.
That's right, frame, tires, seat and all.
Seems some Frenchman, in 1975, boil-
ed his bicycle and ate it. They- can have
that record.
Michael P Harman is the Editor of the
Maine Campus and a fifth-year Jour-
nalism undergraduate from Penobscot,
Maine.
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when writing
The Maine Campus welcomes letters to the editor and commentaries.
Letters should be about 300 words or less, and commentaries should
be about 450 words. Anonymous letters and commentaries are welcome
but names will be withheld from publication only under special cir-
oumsainces. The Maine Campus reserves the right to edit letters and
commentaries for length, taste and libel.
Please type. or writs legibly.
Column contained no valid
arguments
To the editor:
I would like to suggest a
charge in the title of Stephen R.
MackUn's column of 11/13/84
— 
how about "One Small
Mind" instead of "One Small
Voice"? My reading of his
column has found this: though
Mr. Macklin is a senior jour-
nalism major, he is an inept
writer, he has not defined his
terms, he has not provided a
logical, defensible argument,
and his tone is of a victim who
offers no alternative to life in
the "cultural, intellectual, and
moral wasteland" except
escaping.
His conclusions are disturb-
ing enough, but I find his in-
ability to build an argument
even more disturbing. It was a
chore to scrutinize his article for
a thesis. I always understood
that the way to begin an argu-
ment is with a clear and well-
defined thesis statement. In-
stead, Mr. Macklin relies on a
refrain - "Life is tough in a
vacuum" — which he never
defines, only illustrates. It isn't
until the seventh paragraph that
the thesis emerges — "The
essence, the root, and the &use
'Of the vacuum" is the student
attitude that learning is a
necessary evil. "The effect of
this vacuum is that any person
of intelligence and self-respect
finds themself (SIC) suf-
focating," What? What is the
percentage of students that
don't care? Does the apathy of
some really "suffocate" the
others? The basis of his argu-
ment is formed by two sweep-
ing statements that have no fac-
10-11
7
•
ilial basis and no proven
relationship,
I looked through his article
again for support of this thesis
and found only contradiction
and undefined terms. How
would any intelligent people
survive to suffer the effects of
this vacuum if the university, ac-
cording to paragraph 3, turns
them into morons? What is
"mindless activism"? (par. 2)
Activism is action prompted by
thought and specific goals.
What are the 'very -rights the
perpetrators were exercising"?
(par. 6) Specific evidence and
responsible word choice can
really be beneficial to building
an argument. If the students
have been turned into drunken
morons as he asserts in par. 4,
why should Mr. Macklin object
to the administration seeing its
role as a surrogate parent as he
asserts in the nett paragraph?
Mr. Macklin sees himself in
an environment which has
"nothing to offer" except "tor-
ment. " "Their's (SIC) is a
desperate search,,," And to
top it off, his diploma means
nothing. Who's fault is that?
The activists'? The university's?
The morons'?
But he is filled with the
"sense of relief that comes from
the knowledge that (he) won't
be here forever." That's right
— 
he's getting out. He's leaving
beitind the torment, the
waSteland and the apathy.
Don't let the door slam on
the way out. We've heard
enough from you already.
Kristin A. Hartley
Pittsfield, Me.
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Response
Student only seeks to preserve freedom
To the editor,
The issue of the "bombs"
that were spread through cam-
pus a few days ago has caused
some strange opinions, but
none so strange as that printed
in Thursday's Maine Campus.
Mike Gregory was quoted as
saying "another indication of
the ignorance of a certain group
of students and faculty that
would rather live under the
hammer and sickle, than under
the stars and stripes."
Mr. Starr, who seemed quite
concerned about Mr. Gregory's
opinion, took this quote as call-
ing that "certain group of facul-
ty and students" a party of
campus communists.
Well, I find it necessary to
clear this issue up. Mr. Starr is
wrong. His views just aren't cor-
rect. Maybe the next time he
reads between the lines, he
should read more carefully.
Mr. Gregory was basically
trying to say he believes that
that "certain group of students
and faculty" would rather bow
down and kiss the Soviet's toes
instead of remaining free. There
is a great difference, Mr. Starr,
between a strong defense that
will keep us free and a weak
defense that will succumb to the
wishes of the Russians who
would be immensely pleased if
the United States shared Mr.
Starr's opinion.
No, Mike Gregory was not
misquoted, nor was he misin-
formed. He's just a true blue
Arnerican who believes in his
freedom and the American way.
He doesn't want to lose either
one of these blessings which
many Soviet citizens have never
had.
Timothy Frost
233 Oxford
UMO's spending priorities confused
To the editor:
Why is the University of
Maine at Orono wasting money
that could be better spent. Why
do we have to spend money for
personalized UNIO plastic trash
bags. Who decides to spend this
money for this trash. Aren't the
students more important? I
would also like to know why the
new course catalogues have
been printed using the old
course numbers. Why did we
switch over to the "new" system
in the first place, is it just to
confuse people even more I
know the University could make
better use of their funds. Why
don't they put some lights on
campus so people can see where
they are walking at night. There
aren't any lights from the library
all the way to Nutting Hall, and
there should be some. It doesn't
really affect me that much but
I'm sure it bothers other people_
Let's make better use of
everybody's money and spend it
where it's needed.
Brian favreau
II York Village
Tell everyone what's
on your mind. Write
to the editor, Suite
7A Lord Hall.
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Teenage runaway lived in university buildings
by Gina Ferazzi
Staff Writer
Because the subject In the story is a
juvenile and his name cannot be releas-
ed, he will be referred to as "John."
John had only two T-shirts and a pair
of socks to his name. He roamed the
university sleeprig in academic buildings
and living off money he collected from
cans an d bottles. John is 16-years-old.
He was arrested Nov. 2 at 4 a.m, on
the charge of "tresspassine Police Cpl.
Leroy Patterson said John was 15 when
he first came here, and has been hang-
ing around the university for seven or
eight months.
"He had no home and no,shelter, "
Patterson said.
His parents moved about 1,000 miles
from here. The police report said his
parents either left John here or that h.!:
ran away from home. Either way —
parents did know he was up here,"
Patterson said.
The UMOPD could not release very
specific information about John because
of his age, but did say he spent a lot of
time in Neville Hall.
"He liked to play with the computers,
but couldn't during the day because
CARTOONS by Peter J. Buotte
:10
TONIGHT!
MOLSON ALE 90°
and
The Bounty's Own
Hula-Hoop Contest!
Come down to The Bounty and hula!
$50 cash prize for best girl and guy
$250 for most unique hula-hooping
Grand Prize December 12
students were using them:' Patterson
said.
After being arrested, John was
brought to Human Services and then put
on a Greyhound to Boston. The Boston
Police were notified and brought John
to a runaway shelter.
. Patterson said this is the first incident
of this nature this school year, but usual-
ly four or five teenagers come to the
university each year just to hang around.
"Usually there is a problem at home
and the teenager knows a student atten-
ding the university, so he'll hang around
for a day or a week...the students will
teed and shelter them.
"All intentions are good, but what
happens to the runaway during school
vacations? They can't stay here
forever," Patterson said.
The UMOPD urges students knowing
about any runaways at the university to
report it. "We can help them — there are
all kinds of programs and agencies, and
everything will be kept confidential,"
Patterson said.
The typical John has a certain dress
and look, and is about 14- or 15-
years-old.
"You can sense something odd
especially by his immature conversa-
tions, " Patterson said. The typical
John has strange eating habits and is
never seen in a dining hall. "He collects
cans and steals for money."
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Pot growers, pirates engage in 'weed war?
UK lAH, Calif. (AP) — Armed mari-
juana gmywers, guarding their $2 billion
crop against pot pirates and state agents,
have turned the nasal backwoods or
Northern California into a treacherous
jungle.
Since last July, four people have been
killed in marijuana-related incidents. Al
least a dozen more have been maimed or
injured by shotguns, automatic weapons
and booby traps the growers use to pro-
tect their valuable harvest.
Some people are afraid. Afraid to hike
in the back country, afraid to step off
narrow roads that wind through the red-
wood stands to the rugged coast. Afraid
to get caught in the cross-fire between
growers and pot pirates who steal their
plants.
"I cannot allow my child to ever go
camping, to go hiking. I cannot, during
certain times of the year," says Kathy
Davidson, a Ukiah merchant whose
neighbor's children were held at gun-
point during an alleged pot-related
dispute.
Most of the violence stems from the
;lash between marijuana farmers and
pot pirates that residents and others
compare to guerrilla warfare. Hunters,
hikers and others who venture into
remote areas have been attacked or
threatened by armed growers suspicious
of intruders.
On Sept. 12, near Willits, a 19-year-old
man was shot in both legs after wander-
ing too near a marijuana garden. The
man, who investigators say may have
been trying to steal marijuana with teen-
age friends, had his left leg amputated.
This summer and fall, for the second
yea r in a row, the state waged a $2.1
million, joint law-enforcement program
called Campaign Against Marijuana
Planting.
The program used helicopters and
ground patrols in commando-style raids
t hat seized an estimated $300 million
worth of marijuana.
Authorities say the CAMP program,
which began in July and ended Oct. 31,
confiscatael 152,368 plants, 264 firearms
and 47 vehicles in 37 California coun-
ties. Officers arrested 114 people and
issued warrants for 67 others.
By comparison, last year's $1.1 million
program covered 14 counties, destroyed
64,579 plants worth $130 million and
resulted in 78 arrests and 50 warrants.
"Nobody wants the aspect of war,"
said Mendocino County Supervisor
Marilyn Butcher. "But the violence has
come to us and we have to react to it,
if that's what it takes, that's what it
takes:' she said.
"Guns are coming into the county,
outsiders are coming in, it's no longer a
small-time, non-violent, mom-and-pop
operation," Butcher said. "There have
been foresters and surveyors and ran-
chers with cattle in remote areas that
have been confronted by gun-toting
trangers, " she said.
With the arrival of pot pirates and
CAMP agents, some marijuana farmers
have chosen to fight to guard their
investments.
"There's always been a sense of the
grower being protective in terms of
detection and defense of their
garden," Said Mendocino County
Sheriff's Capt. Gene Lensing. "But not
to the degree that has been in the last
several years with the advent of the
pirate.. Law enforcement is one thing but
now the pirate is an equal or greater
threat to the growers," he said.
Stakes in the backwoods battles are
high. A 12-foot plant produces at least
one pound of high-grade marijuana,
called sensimilla, that sells for $2,000.
Lured by big money, a new breed of
grower has sprouted alongside the older
small-timers. The new farmers cultivate
hundreds or thousands of plants using
sophisticated drip-irrigation systems,
plastic piping and camouflage.
Much of the potent weed is grown in
large gardens hidden amid the fir trees
and redwodwls of Mendocipo, Humboldt
and Butte counties north of San Fran-
cisco. Reminders of the illegal activity
are never far away.
"For three months during CAMP
operations, it's helicopters going over
our houses all the time," said David-
son, who lives in the hills above Ukiah,
an area inhabited by 30,000 of Men-
docino County's 67,000 residents.
"When you see the helicopters you
think of pot, so it's very much in your
mind," she said. Davidson said, "You
wouldn't have a helicopter here if you
didn't have pot fields so you can't really
forget about it."
In this rugged land where anything
grows, tolerance is dying.
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"People aren't willing to put up with
the violence," Lensing said. "It has
been said that criminality exists to the
toleration of the public around it, but
when people get upset to the point where
they can't tolerate it, they become vocal
and they want something done about
it," he said.
"That becomes a priority to them,"
Lensing said.
"I don't like the violence," David-
son said. "There have been I don't know
how many murders up here in the last
five years. Some are real serious
murders—execution-style murders. I
don't like that kind of element," she
said.
Despite the estimated millions they
earn from their illegal crop, growers
spend most of their dollars outside of
the area, Lensing said.
Mad about the growers' tax-free in-
come, frightened by the violence, People
are taking a new look at the marijuana
issue.
"I'm working hard every day, very
hard in honest, open activity and I pay
my taxes," Davidson said. "It really
bugs me that there's some people who
don't. This is a poor community; it could
use the tax money."
"We've never had these many murders,
this much violence," Butcher said.
"We have an ironic situation: our streets
are safe, but our wild areas aren't-
Communiqu‘
ihksdnesday, Nov. 14
'Wildlife noontime seminar
presents "Studying Grizzly
Bears in Costal British
Columbia:' 12.-00 p.m. Nutting
Hall.
"Welcome reception for new
professionals. 2:15 p.m. No.
Bangor Lounge.
'Greek Food Drive, Nov. 13-17. All
sororities will collect canned
food to donate to Orono
families.
•A Cross Cultural Simualtion.
Preregistration required. 7-9
p.m. Ham and Old Town
Rooms.
Thursday, Nov. 15
"Speak Up: "Everything ibu
Always Wanted to Know About
Studying Abroad!' 12:15 p.m.
Sutton Lounge.
"Cant Do It? Tips on study skilh
and test taking. 12 p.m. So.
Bangor Lounge
•Undergraduate Business
Association meeting. 7 p.m. No.
Lows Room, Union.
"John Dillon, regius professor
from Trinity College in Dublin,
Ireland presents "James Joyce
and the Classics!' 7:30 p.m.
101 Neville Hall.
WE'LL PAY YOU TO GET INTO
SHAPE THIS SUMMER.
If you have at least
two years of aillege left,
you can spend six weeks at
our Army ROTC Basic
Camp this summer and earn
approximately $600.
And if you qualify, you
can enter the ROTC 2-
Year Program this fall and
receive up to $1,000 a year.
But the big payoff
happens on graduation day.
That's when you receive
an officer's commission.
So get your body in
shape (not to mention your
bank account).
Enroll in Army ROTC.
For more information,
contact your Professor of
Military Science
ARMY ROTC.
BE =YOU CAN BR.
cm' BILL RICE .
581-1125 „ "
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Sports
Basketball team to
play Blue-White game
by Rich Garven
Staff Writer
The UMO women's basketball team
will hold its second annual Blue-White
intrasquad game Wednesday in the
Memorial Gymnasium at 4 p.m. Admis-
sion is free.
Maine opened its season with an 83-59
win over Dalhousie University on Nov.
2. It was the first time the Bears played
a foreign team (Canada) in an exhibition
game. Gavett said the team's juniors and
seniors will make up the White squad
and the Blue squad will consistent of thi.
sophomores and freshmen
"Its something different," Gave:,
said. "And also, (it allows) the pu'olis to
compare experienced, veteran players
with inexperienced, younger players in a
game situation.
"For the seniors up front you have
Emily Ellis, Laurie Gott and Claire
McCoy going up against the freshman
who have, basically, no experience at all.
You have some great matchups with Liz
Coffin, Crystal Cummings. Kelly
Nobert." he said.
Besides forwards Ellis, Gott and
McCoy, the White team will consistent
of Annie Allen, Beth Cormier, Tarnmie
Laverdiere and Mary Walker who all
play guard. Allen and Wallcer are Juniors
while Cormier and Laverdiere are
seniors.
Joining Coffin, Cummings and
Nobert, all freshmen, at forward for the
Blue team are sophomores Leslie Boyle
and Lynn McGouldrick. Freshman Jen
Smart and Debbie Duff and sophomore
Sonja Wedge will alternate at guard.
Gavett said the only two starters nam-
ed for Maine's opening game on Nov. 24
against the University of Virginia are
Ellis and Coffin.
"Nobody else has really shown that
they're that much better, consistently,
than anyone else.," Gavett said. "It
wouldn't shock me a bit to have a dif-
ferent lineup every night.
"I think I can go to the bench at any
time and not get hurt. The kids know
right now that anyone can move ahead
at any time," he said.
Because of Maine's depth Gavett said
he has inserted a running game into the
game plan.
"We're going to be running quite a bit
more than I thought," Gavett said. "I
think people will see that in the Blue-
White game.
"After watching Dalhousie I realize we
have good team depth. We didn't run a
(see NOBERT page Ill
PERSIONALS
06 Don't Be A Turkey!
• Write In!
Bring your personals
to the basement of
Lord Hall.
Will run Tuesday,
November 20th issue.
$1.50 for 20 words
$1.00 each additional
20 words. Deadline:
Friday, November 16,
3:00 P.M.
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Freshman forward Kelly Nobert (51) goes up for a rebound against
Dalhousie's Trish MacCormack in recent action. (Ferazzi photo)
Boston, Philadelphia fined
for fight in NBA game
NEW YORK (AP) — Larry Bird of
the Boston Celtics and Julius Erving of
the Philadelphia ?hers were fined $7,500
apiece Tuesday as. result of their fight
in Boston Garde. but the two star for-
wards escaped suspensions.
Scotty Stirling, the National Basket-
ball Association's vice president of
operations, also handed out $15,500 in
additional fines to 76ers Coach Billy
Cunningham and 15 players fdr their
roles in the fight. The incident, occured
with 1:38 left to play in the third quarter
of the Celtics' 130-119 victory last Fri-
day night.
Stirling called Bird "clearly the ag-
gressor" in the incident, but said Erving
"escalated an already serious situa-
tion." He also warned both players
that "involvement in any further conduct
of this nature will result in even more
severe penalties, including suspen-
sion."
The incident began when the iwo
players became entangled and Bird was
charged with an offensive foul. As the
teams headed upcourt, Bird accosted Er-
ving and the fight broke out. Each was
ejected. At the time, Bird had scored 42
points to Erving's six.
The fines followed an investigation by
Jack Joyce, the league's director of
security, which included reviews of
videotapes of the incident and interviews
with participants and observers, the
NBA said.
Moses Malone of the 76ers, who
grabbed Bird when the fight erupted,
and M.L. Carr of the Celtics were fined
$3,000 apiece. Charles Barkley of the
76ers was fined $1,000 for his
involvement.
Cunningham was fined $2,500 for his
part in the incident and for postgame
comments that Stirling called "highly in-
flammatory."
Twelve players were fined an
automatic $500 apiece for leaving the
team benches when the fight began -
Philadelphia's Marc Lavaroni, demon
Johnson, Bobby Jones, Clint Richard-
son, Sedale Threatt and Sam Williams,
Boston's Danny Ainge, Rick Carli-
qe',,Carlos Clark, Dennis Johnson, Greg
Kte and Scott Wedman.
Harvey Pollack, the 76ers' public rela-
tions director, said Erving and Malone
- refused to comment on the fines and
that Barkley could not be reached
because he has no phone. Pollack said
he hadn't talked to Cunningham, ad-
ding: "Why would he want to comment?
He got fined for commenting before."
Cunningham, after the game said, in
part: "Bird is probably the best player
in the league, but when he has to throw
elbows and do those things, he has to ex-
pect to get it back."
The Celtics declined comment on
Stirling's ruling.
Stirling, writing to Bird, said he was
"clearly the aggressor, the instigator of
a melee which eventually involved a
number of players and coaches. ... Had
you not confronted Erving in such a
manner after the offensive foul, the reac-
tion which saw you held and punches
thrown at you would not have occur-
red."
(see BIRD page ID
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Chicago Cub second baseman named MVP
NEW YORK (AP)—Second baseman
Ryne Sandberg, who led the Chicago
Cubs to their first championship in 39
years, was named the Most Valuable
Player in the National League Tuesday,
raining 22 of the 24 first-place votes cast
by the Baseball Writers Association of
America.
Sandberg, who also had two second-
place votes, totaled 326 points in the
balloting; easily outdistancing first
baseman Keith Hernandez of the Ness
York Nlets, who finished with 195. Bat-
ting champion Tony Gwynn of the San
Diego Padres was third with 184 points.
• Nobert
 (continued from page 10)
lot last year because of depth problems.
I don't have to worry about depth and
people getting tired (this year)," he
said.
Nobert, who averaged 16 points per
game in her senior year at Sanford High
School, said she likes the running game.
"It's pretty basic, but we didn't do
much running in high school," Nobert
said. "I like the up tempo. I think it adds
a lot of excitement to the game."
Smart, who attended Old Town High
School, said she's used to the running
game.
"That's mostly what we did, just run
and gun," Smart said. "I just have to
work on getting the ball. If we can get
the ball off the boards."
Gavett said Maine's weakest area •
against Dalhousie was defensive
rebounding.
"Basketball boils down to fundamen-
tals and what happens sometimes is the
skill development bypasses the
fundementals," Gavett said. "Overall
we played well against Dalhousie, but in
everything you do there's something. If
you work on a little thing, it improves
the whole picture."
Nobert said the defensive rebounding
mistakes were "just a mental lapse. -
"A lot of times people would box out
and not go for the ball, thinking so-
meone else would go for it," Nobert
said.
Last season-Maine outrebounded its
oppenents 1,067 to 994. It averaged 44.5
rebounds per game to its opponents 41.4.
Bird
 
(continued from page 10)
In his letter to Erving, Stirling said:
"While recognizing that Bird was the ag-
gressor and the instigator, your con-
tinuation of the incident by punching
Bird escalated an already serious situa-
tion."
The fight began shortly after referee
Jack Madden left the game with a knee
injury, forcing referee Dick Bavetta to of-
ficiate it alone.
"When you have just one official
working," Boston forward Cedric
Maxwell said, "the brutality out there is
unbelievable. Players will do what they
think they can get away with because you
know that for every two fouls you com-
mit, none will be called."
Help a friend quit
Hernandez and Gwynn both had one-
first place vote.
Chicago pitcher Rick Sutcliffe, a free
agent after winning the Cy Young award
earlier this month, finished fourth with
151 points and left fielder Gary Mat-
thews, another Cub, was fifth with 70
points.
Atlanta outfielder Dale Murphy, the
NL MVP the last two years, finished
ninth this time with 5214 votes.
Sandberg became the first Cub to win
the award in 25 years, since Ernie Banks
won consecutive awards in 1958-59, and
he was the first second baseman honored
since Joe Morgan of Cincinnati won in
1975 and 1976. Other Cub MVPs were
Gabby Hartnett in 1935, Phil Cavarret-
ta in 1945 and Hank Sauer in 1952.
Sandberg batted .314 with 16 doubles,
19 triples, 19 home runs, 84 runs batted
in and 32 stolen bases as the Cubs won
the National League East Division, their
first title since the team won the pennant
in 1945.
Hernandez batted .311 with 94 RBI
for the Mets and Gwynn batted .351 with
33 stolen bases for the Padres.
Sandberg and Hernandez were the on-
ly players mentioned on all 24 ballots
cast by the BBWAA committee, which
consisted of two writers from each of the
league's 12 cities.
The victory by the second baseman
gave the Cubs a sweep of the BBSVAA's
NL postseason awards. Sutcliffe won the
Cy Young Award and Jim Frey was nam-
ed Manager of the Year earlier. Detroit
swept the American League awards, with
reliever named both Cy Young and MVP
winner and Sparky Anderson winning
Manager of the Year.
Sandberg signed originally with the
Philadelphia Phillies after being chosen
in the 21st round of the amateur free
agent draft in 1978
JOHN CARPENTER'S
MAN
In 1977 Voyager II
was launched into space,
inviting all life forms in the universe
to visit our planet.
Get Ready.
Company's Coming.
COLUMBIA PICTURES PRESENTS -
A ,YKHAEL DOUGLAS — LARRY J. FRANCO PRODUCTION
JEFF BRIDGES KAREN. ALLEN
JOHN CARPENTER'S
STARMAN
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York Complex Academic Awards
On November 1, an academic
awards dinner was held in York Com-
plex to honor special academic
achievers for the Spring semester,
1984. Award recipients were:
Paula Quatromoni, Cathy Tacy,
Melpo Christou, Jeffrey Hooke, Ann
Belisle, Prudence Campbell, Susan
Tarr, Sarah Smart, Dawn Beaton,
Brian Hobbs, Joseph Jordan, Abdou
Mbaye, Carla Withee, Maarten
Nieuwenhuis, Jeffrey Rinehart, Steve
Sullivan, Carol Peterson, Mark
Dubois, Brett Armstrong, Patrick
Mahon, Ronald Aubin, Lisa
Clemente, Michele Syms, Michael
McQuarrie
Guest speaker, Dr. John Carr, York
Complex faculty-in-residence, con-
gratulated the achievers on their
endeavors. A special appearance was
made by Nancy Dysart of the General
Alumni Association as she recogniz-
ed some special academic achievers
and by Dr. Thomas Aceto, Vice Presi-
dent for Student Affairs. Guests, staff
and special achievers enjoyed a
delicious meal prepared by York
Complex Dining Staff. All in all the
York Complex theme of "Excellence
in a Learning Community With
Understanding" was truly
exemplified.
Food & Fitness Facts.
Swimming is the most popular
recreational sport in the United States
with over 120 million participants
yearly. This may be due to the fact
that there is less risk of injury in
swimming than any other sport. It is
the only sport that offers such high
aerobic conditioning without expos-
ing the musculoskeletal system to the
trauma of weight bearing.
To start up a swim program takes
a minimum of personal equipment:
bathing suit, goggles (op-
tionalirecommended), and use of a
pool. The Wallace Pool on campus is
open for lap swimming every day, and
a minimum fee is charged. When you
start your swimming do not be
discouraged if everyone is faster than
you, or has a better stroke technique
- we all started at the bottom rung of
the fitness ladder at one time. Just
remember, in no other sport is life
time participation so highly organiz-
ed and readily available to all par-
ticipants regardless of level of skill.
CPR
Save - A- Life  
•
For certification or re-certification. Save the life of someone you love
or a stranger that needs your help. It can open many job opportunities.
Class Dates: November 28, December 5, December 10
Times: 6 - 9
Place: Oxford Hall Main Lounge
Fee: 515
Instructor: Andy Guppy
Arm Wrestling Results
November 8, 1984
The Hilltop Health Club's Fall Arm Wrestling meet was a great success.
The Bear's Den was packed with spectators. There were 29 brave par-
ticipants who battled for the prizes and trophies.
Awards went to:
Divisions Men Women
Heavy Weight: Konrad Martin Debbie Hoefler
Light Heavy: David Bolster Marie Saucier
Middle Weight: Corey Morris Brenda Baird
Light Weight: Doug Kane Tina Lagassey
R.A. Information
Nights
Scheduled For
Week of
November 26-30
Information sessions for all
students interested in applying for
Resident Assistant positions for Fall
1985 will be held in all residential
complexes. (This includes Estabrooke
and Colvin selection.)
Students must attend an informa-
tion session in order to apply. Ap-
plications and reference forms wiil be
given out only during these meetings.
Applicants should try to attend a ses-
sion in their own complex but may go
elsewhere if there is a conflict. If you
have any questions, please contact
your complex office Off-campus
students. may attend at any location.
Students interested in applying for
Spring '85 openings should attend an
early session.
The Eighth
Annual Great
American
Smokeout
The Eighth Annual Great
American Smokeout is Thursday,
November 15th. The Preventive
Medicine Program is sponsoring its
5th annual "Run Your Butts Off"
road race to benefit the American
Cancer Society. The 1.1 mile run will
start at 3:15 p.m. on Thursday.
November 15th. The two dollar
registration fee, which will be donated
to the American Cancer Society, can
be paid at the starting line behind the
Cutler Health Center next to Gan-
nett Hall. Prizes up to 520.00 have
been donated by local merchants and
will be given out to the first five places
in all categories. So everyone is en-
couraged to run your "butts" off,
Thursday, November 15th for the
Great American Smokeout.
Stodder
Complex News
STODDER Complex will soon see
a new resource and facility for those
individuals musically inclined or
developing their musical abilities. A
MUSIC ROOM has been designated
in Room 10 in Chadbourne Hall
which will be available to all Stodder
Complex residents. The room will
have a piano and will be open from
8 a.m. to 10:30 p.m. daily. Anyone
who may be interested in its use
should come by the Chadbourne
reception office or Room 10. We hope
that this will become a facility where
individuals may expand their musical
abilities in a positive and comfortable
way.
An Academic Recognition Banquet
has been planned for Stodder Com-
plex Residents who have shown the
most improved GPA from the Fall '83
to Spring '84 and who also, received
a 4.0 during Spring semester '84.
Students from Stodder Complex who
fall into either of these groups should
contact their Resident Director with
an unofficial grade report. Cash
awards will also be given.
-- 
"Human Sexuality" was the topic
of discussion for an informal yet
comprehensive program held in
Chadbourne Hall Monday, October
22. Dr. Brightman facilitated an en-
thusiastic group of students, who
each submitted anonymous questions
relating areas of interest in their lives
concerning sexuality. A great deal of
positive discussion took place
The Stodder Complex Peer Review
Board has recently been selected for
the '84 - '85 academic year. The
following individuals will partake in
this group. Congratulations to them.
We wish them wisdom and con-
fidence in their decision-making
process.
Lesley Lebeau - Stodder
Lisa Collar - Stodder •
Mike Rice - Stodder ---
Sally Clark - Penobscot
Mark Olenich - Penobscot
Tammy Mitchell - Penobscot
Carla Divenuta - Penobscot
Karen Poulin - Penobscot
Bruce Moore - Penobscot
Erik Gailitis - Chadbourne
Nan Kelley - Chadbourne
Sue Wagner - Chadbourne
Christina Grass - Balentine
Kim Gordon - Balentine
Joanne Burke - Balentine
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